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LAUDATIOgiven in the Collegium Maius on the oasion of the retirementof Professor K. GrotowskiRetor Magni�us, Dean of the Faulty of Physis and Mathematis,Ladies and Gentlemen,Dear Kasimir,It is a pleasure and honor for me to address you on the oasion of yourretirement from the University of Kraków. When you showed me the Col-legium Maius a few years ago I did not antiipate that I, one day, would bestanding here and addressing you in this magni�ent and histori plae.We are here today to elebrate almost 50 years in siene. ProfessorGrotowski's �rst publiation appeared in 1953, there have been more than100 papers sine, and I am onvined that we have not seen his last publi-ation yet. To put the 50 years into the right perspetive it might be worthto remember that suh a venerable institution as the Amerian Physial So-iety had its Centennial only a year ago, elebrated in Atlanta. ProfessorGrotowski's ative sienti� life thus spans almost half of the time of theexistene of the APS.Looking through Professor Grotowski's publiations I have been relivingall the exitement of what would now seem the early years of nulear physis,and the evolution that nulear physis has undergone sine. Names and on-epts suh as the fast�slow oinidene of Graham and Bell, and the workof Newns and Refai invoke nostalgi memories. The fast�slow oinidenemethod of Graham and Bell was employed for early lifetime measurements inthe sub-nanoseond range at the Physio Tehnial Institute in Leningrad,where Professor Grotowski was a researh assoiate at the Jo�e Instituteprior to obtaining his dotorate in physis at Kraków. The model of Newnsand Refai was inferred to explain polarization in stripping reations in on-juntion with the measurement at Kraków of neutron polarization in the12C(d,n)13N reation, published in 1959. This measurement had been oneof the �rsts of its sort in the study of deuteron stripping and it re�ets thefront line and very timely harater of the researh done at Kraków. Theoptial model and diret reations were then the frontiers of nulear physis.Although already proposed by Feshbah, Porter and Weisskopf in 1952,the optial model, or as it has been also alled the loudy rystal ball model,ame only to fruition in the early sixties with the ready availability of om-puters and high-preision sattering data. Here names suh as Perey andPerey, Greenlees and Hodgson ome among others to mind. With Greenlees(1443)



1444Professor Grotowski worked together and published when he was a ResearhFellow at the University of Birmingham from 1959�61, and Peter Hodgson,who sent his greetings, was one of the o-authors on some of the early papersof the Kraków group.After some initial studies of deuteron elasti sattering and of diret re-ations the main emphasis at Kraków had shifted to preision measurementsof alpha partile sattering and the interpretation of these data. Making useof the large 160 m sattering hamber it was possible to extend the mea-surements of the bak angle data all the way out to 179 degrees. From anexitation funtion a broad and resonane-like struture was disovered atKraków in 1965 in the bak-angle sattering of the � + 40Ca system. Thestrong enhanement of the ross setions at bakward angles was found to benot just a singular e�et peuliar to the � + 40Ca system, a �uke of nature,but it has been observed sine to systematially our in the sattering frommany sd-shell nulei. This e�et has beome known as Anomalous LargeAngle Sattering or ALAS. Kraków an be rightfully redited as the birth-plae of ALAS. Following its disovery in Kraków, ALAS has in the latesixties and throughout the seventies beome a researh topi of onsiderablesienti� interest that was atively pursued in many laboratories and thathas been the subjet of several topial onferenes.The fat that ALAS is most pronouned for alpha-like nulei has led tovarious speulations about its origin and espeially to the suggestion thatalpha partile lustering in these nulei might be the soure of ALAS. Wetoday know that there are two fators responsible for ALAS, the shape of thereal potential and a weak absorption of the surfae partial waves similar tothe surfae transpareny found for heavy ion sattering and reations. Thissurfae transpareny is a onsequene of the strong binding of the alphapartile nulei whih leads to fewer open hannels to whih the satteringhannel an ouple. The e�ets of alpha lustering, if at all present, arethus re�eted in the tight binding of these nulei and not in the preseneof physial alpha partile lusters. The Woods�Saxon squared form fatorfound for the real potential to be neessary to give the orret phases of theosillations in the angular distributions resembles most losely the shapes ofthe mirosopi potentials derived from folding the matter densities of targetand projetile. The Kraków group had been among the �rst to suessfullyapply suh mirosopi folding potentials to alpha partile sattering.It might interest you, Kasimir, to know that right now there is a proposalat Argonne to measure ALAS for the 44Ti + � system. 44Ti would then bethe heaviest alpha partile nuleus for whih ALAS has been studied. 44Tibeing an unstable nuleus with a half-life of 60 years, the experiment wouldhave to be performed in inverse kinematis by bombarding a helium gastarget with a 44Ti beam.



1445In the early eighties the researh interests of Professor Grotowski and hiso-workers shifted to the at that time nasent �eld of intermediate energyheavy ion physis. Key questions then were the transition from an energydomain in whih the two olliding nulei at as liquid drops to a region, inwhih the two-body ollisions of the individual nuleons onstituting targetand projetile beome important. How do the reations evolve with energy.What are the highest exitation energies a nuleus an sustain, is there agas�liquid phase transition and what an we learn about the equation ofstate of hot and dense nulear matter.The early work of Professor Grotowski and o-workers onentratedmainly on relatively light nulear systems involving heavy ion sattering,the study of fusion and inomplete fusion, in whih only part of the proje-tile fuses with the target, as well as on projetile breakup studies. The latterwork making use of the 150 MeV 6Li beams from the Karlsruhe ylotron.In a study at Berkeley, with Professor Grotowski as the �rst author, the�rst �rm evidene was found for the symmetri �ssion of a light nuleus,44Ti. Whereas �ssion of medium-heavy and heavy nulei has been knownfor a long time, the symmetri �ssioning of a light nuleus suh as 44Ti wasrather unexpeted. Quite harateristially the authors talk of symmetrisplitting rather than of �ssioning in their �rst paper, as if they did not quitetrust their own ourage. The disovery of the �ssion in the light nulei hasled to subsequent theoretial papers in ollaborations with Profs Bloki andSwiateki, and to follow up experimental work of the Kraków group.Reurrent themes in the heavy ion studies of Professor Grotowski andoworkers are the origin of intermediate mass fragments and multifragmen-tation. At not too high exitation energies the ompound nuleus will eitherdeay via the suessive evaporation of neutrons and harged partiles, orit will undergo �ssion. But as we inrease the exitation energy, the timebetween the suessive evaporation steps will beome shorter and shorter.With inreasing exitation energies also the emission of light nulei withmasses greater than that of the alpha partile are observed, the so-alled in-termediate mass fragments. The origin of these intermediate mass fragmentshas been a researh topi very muh on the mind of Professor Grotowski formany years.As the number of fragments inreases with exitation energy and the life-time of the ompound nuleus dereases the question arises, whether thereis a transition from sequential binary deay leading to a multifragment �-nal state, to pure multifragmentation, in whih the exited nuleus sponta-neously disassembles into many fragments: the multifragmentation being apossible signature for a gas�liquid phase transition. To answer these ques-tions one unfortunately annot prepare the exited nuleus in isolation andthen just wath its deay. The reation of the exited nuleus is a dynamiproess, and there are di�erent soures to produe e.g. the intermediate mass



1446fragments. An important aspet thus had been to disentangle the variousomponents both in inlusive and in exlusive measurements. To this endProfessor Grotowski and his o-workers have suessfully performed a greatdeal of modeling, and sophistiated multi-detetor systems have been built.These studies have helped to larify the ontributions of the various di�er-ent soures to the intermediate mass fragment prodution in light heavy ionindued reations. In a very reent study of 40Ca + 40Ca at Grenoble at anenergy of 35 MeV/nuleon the transition from sequential deay to promptmultifragmentation was learly found and indiations for the emission of in-termediate mass fragments from the nek region were observed as the twoolliding nulei separate.In the last two days muh mention has been made of Professor Grotowskithe outdoor person, exploring aves and limbing in the Himalayas. Kasimirwill forgive me if I immediately made a link between his paper on �210Pb fromnulear explosions in the environment� and his extra-urriular interests.In the paper it is written: �To ollet fossil ie samples we organized �veexpeditions between 1973 and 1976 to glaiers in the northern and southernhemispheres�. Unfortunately the paper does not tell us who the membersof the expeditions were. From a subsequent paper by the same authors Ilearned how to onstrut a hydrogen bomb.Let me �nally turn to Kasimir the sientist, and Kasimir the person.Most of the researh by Kasimir and his o-workers has been done at ael-erators abroad, at Berkeley, Karlsruhe, Louvain-la-Neuve, in Grenoble andat the KVI, and probably this list is not even omplete. As I notied, veryremarkably the overwhelming number of the joint publiations originatingfrom these ollaborations have members of the Kraków group as the �rstauthors, thus learly identifying these experiments as Kraków experimentswith a lear Kraków signature. In these days of large international ollabo-rations it is often not made too di�ult to be a freeloader, but this was notthe style of the Kraków group. From my own experiene in ollaboratingwith Professor Grotowski I know to appreiate his very positive inbring bothof ideas and instrumentation. Developing new instrumentation and equip-ment I believe has always had his interest. So I still remember seeing thelarge Kraków sattering hamber at Maryland even before meeting Kasimirfor the �rst time in person. After the Maryland ylotron was shut downthe hamber then moved to Berkeley. A similar hamber was later installedat Louvain-la-Neuve, and at the KVI we pro�ted from a multidetetor setupof gas-�lled dE detetors followed by silion E-detetors, the whole setupinluding eletronis built again at Kraków. We muh hope still to be ableto perform the experiment at KVI with you and the Wilzy«ski's that wasplanned already quite some time ago but that had to be postponed severaltimes for various reasons.



1447As Professor Grotowski's impressive list of ahievements has shown, hehas always had a �ne nose for what is interesting. From the phenomenologi-al modeling of heavy ion reations by him and his ollaborators I also got toadmire his onentration on the essentials, making plausible simpli�ationswhere possible, that purist would probably abhor, in order to ut through tothe heart of the physis. I have here in partiular the work by Gawlikowizand Grotowski �On the distintion between multifragmentation and sequen-tial binary deay� in mind. Starting from the empirial observation that themass distributions from multistep sequential and multifragmentation are in-distinguishable from eah other, they took the mass distribution from theirsequential deay model as the starting point for the modeling of multifrag-mentation. This onentration on the essentials is a way of doing physisthat is espeially appealing to me.Dear Kasimir, with your retirement you now an look bak with greatsatisfation to a distinguished sienti� areer and to what you have aom-plished under irumstanes whih I am ertain have not always been easyand that were less privileged than those of many of your Western ounterparts. It was a pleasure to ollaborate with you. Your outgoing haraterand enthusiasm easily makes friends. With your retirement I would liketo wish you and Anna all the best and many more years in good healthin whih you an ontinue to pursue with satisfation the many out- andindoor things that interest you. Rolf H. Siemssen


